DATA SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS

Pilatus PC-12 with Honeywell Primus Apex
ABBREVIATED PROCESS OUTLINE:

1. SETUP A USER ACCOUNT
   • Begin by visiting www.flightdata.com and setup a user account (be sure to create an aircraft within this account that is configured with Honeywell Primus Apex avionics)

2. RETRIEVE LOG FILES
   • Use the “MyCMC” app to retrieve the ACMS condition files from your aircraft (typically named ACMS_xxxx_.zip, where xxxx will change based on your aircraft)

3. UPLOAD LOG FILES
   • Log files can either be uploaded directly using the site, or uploaded via email (including sending directly from the MyCMC app.)
   • To submit files via email (such as through the MyCMC app), send files to data@flightdata.com
   • **NOTE:** in order to submit files via email (such as through the MyCMC app) the files must be sent from an email address that matches the user / email address setup at FlightData.
   • **NOTE:** in order to submit files via email (such as through the MyCMC app), there can only be one PC-12 aircraft with Honeywell avionics associated with that user account. If you would like to see support for email submissions to multiple aircraft within one user account, please contact atc@flightdata.com

ADDITIONAL DETAILS AND EXAMPLES:

To submit files via the MyCMC app:

Select the appropriate aircraft:
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(continued on next page)
Add FlightData as a recipient in the settings screen (email address data@flightdata.com)

After retrieving the data, select FlightData from the list of recipients:

Email the appropriate ACMS files to data@flightdata.com

Your files will be added to the processing queue. After the files have processed, the data will be added to your account.